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Pictures taken on June 12, 2017 show the Oriental Desert Express train en route from Oujda to Bouarfa in northeastern Morocco. (AFP)

Morocco tourists make tracks on ‘Spectre’ train

007’s Oriental Express cradle in the desert
BOUARFA, Maroc, Sept 13, (AFP): Edouard Kunz knows timekeeping is important but the former Swiss watch precision
mechanic admits that James Bond’s Oriental
Desert Express in remote eastern Morocco
never runs on schedule.
The train, made famous in the 2015 Bond
movie “Spectre”, trundles tourists between
the town of Oujda and the former mining
city of Bouarfa along a 350-km-long (215mile) stretch of desert.
“It takes between eight and 12 hours to
make the trip, sometimes even more,” says
Kunz, 70, who is known as Edi, blaming
sandstorms for frequent delays.
His passion for trains put him in the
driver’s seat more than 10 years ago when
he persuaded Morocco’s National Ofﬁce of
Railways to let him run a tourist train on a
disused railway line.
The track that runs near the border with
Algeria was originally built nearly 100 years
ago when Morocco was a French protectorate.
It was part of an ambitious project, the
Mediterranean-Niger railway, to link the sea
to inland Africa.
However, the project was short-lived and,
in time, the mines and factories in Bouarfa
shut down, until the desert region with its
lunar landscapes was rediscovered by Kunz
and the location scouts for “Spectre”.
Exterior shots of the train making its way
through the desert darkness were used in the
Bond movie, a star-studded spy thriller with
Daniel Craig reprising the role of 007.
One of the most striking sequences in
the ﬁlm depicts a romantic dinner between
Bond and a character played by French actress Lea Seydoux that is interrupted by the
villain Mr Hinx, played by wrestler Dave
Bautista.
The resulting ﬁght between Bond and
Hinx in a train carriage has been praised by
some critics as one of the best scenes in the
whole movie.
The tourist train that Kunz hires from
Morocco’s national railway operator is not
quite as luxurious as the one featured in
“Spectre”.
Tourists can choose from a ﬁrst-class, airconditioned carriage and another that dates
back to the 1960s, in which they can open
the windows to take in the scenery and snap
pictures.
The train moves at a top speed of 50 kms
per hour (30 mph), but this can often drop to
10 kph and sometimes the train has to come
to a complete halt because of sand on the
tracks.
When that happens, workers resort to
shovels to get rid of the sand before the train
can proceed.
“Some people buy BMWs but I bought
myself a train,” Kunz says, with a chuckle,
recalling how he struggled to make a proﬁt
with his desert train project.
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A ﬂyer of the event

In a good year, he says, he makes ﬁve to
six trips between Oujda and Bouarfa.
On the route to Bouarfa, the ﬁrst dozen
or so kilometres are through a fertile plain,
and then the train passes through the Tiouli
tunnel.
After that it is mostly desert.
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Along the way, passengers see abandoned
train stations — and the more unusual sight
of a former Roman Catholic church turned
into a judo club, near a mosque.
Kunz is hoping to transform one of the
abandoned stations into a restaurant, but for
the time being dinner is served in the train.
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Conceptis Sudoku
The grid must be so completed that every row, column
and 3x3 box has every digit from 1 to 9 inclusive

DIRECTIONS:
Fill each square
with a number, one
through nine.
■ Horizontal
squares should
add to totals on
right.
■ Vertical squares
should add to
totals on bottom.
■ Diagonal
squares through
center should add
to total in upper
and lower right.

Yesterday’s solution

THERE MAY BE
MORE THAN ONE
SOLUTION.

Answer to yesterday’s puzzle

Today’s Challenge
Time 3 Minutes
4 Seconds
Your Working
Time __ Minutes
__ Seconds

Word by Word

Even

Hata

Even homer sometimes nods.
Hata homeros yokhti ahyanan.

Numbers
thousand six hundred
7657 Seven
fifty seven

Scratch pad

Sabat alaf wa seto maah wa
saba wa khamsoun

